JCD Training the leader in Offshore Crane Operator and Offshore Crane Inspection training in South East Asia, over 250 participants have successfully completed our Offshore Crane Inspection training course (since 2011) giving participants a tremendous qualification in the oil and gas industry. Fully Approved LEEA Course conducted in accordance with (BS 7121 Part 11, API Spec 2 C, API RP 2 D 7th editions, PUWER 1998 & LOLE 1998).

Located in Vung Tau City, Vietnam, PVD Training are a world class training provider that consistently offers their clients premium and cost efficient solutions for internationally accredited training courses and services. PVD Training are the only training provider in Vietnam certified by OPITO & IWCF. With over 10 years experiences and constant development we are now providing internationally accredited training courses certified by OPITO, IWCF, STCW, NEBOSH, API and LEEA etc.

JCD Training Services have now joined forces with PVD Training to provide Offshore Crane Inspection & Offshore Crane Operator training courses (Five Day UK stage 2 and Three Day UK stage 3) that are fully accredited LEEA approved training courses. Training courses conducted at our excellent training establishment in Vung Tau City, Vietnam. A joint venture from two of South East Asia’s top training providers that will yet again raise the standard of training to a new height.

**Training venue:** All theory and examinations will be conducted at training centre, practical exercises will be conducted onboard PVD 5 using Favco 7.5/10 K Offshore pedestal crane. Vessel (PVD5) is currently docked in bay at Vung Tau and is an excellent venue for UK stage 2 and UK stage 3 Offshore Crane Operator training.
COURSE OUTLINE

COURSE OUTLINE — UK STAGE 2:

- Crane Terminology ; Lift Planning
- Steel Wire Rope with Offshore Cranes ; Limit Switches and Load Indicators
- Radius and Angle Indicators ; Understanding and Reading Load Charts
- Hand Signals and Working with Deck Crew ; Pre Shift Checks (Practical Exercise)
- Knowing and Understanding the cranes controls
- Developing the skills on the controls (Practical Exercise) ; Basic Lift (Practical Exercises)
- Tubular Lift (Practical Exercises) ; Blind Lift (Practical Exercises)
- Parking the crane safely and lowering and raising boom from cradle

Course Duration:

UK STAGE 2: 05 days (70 % Practical & 30% Theory). Theory Examination on day 5
UK STAGE 3: 03 days (75 % Practical & 25% Theory). Theory Examinations on day 3

Course Fee:

UK Stage 2 US$4,000 or UK £3,200 per participant
UK Stage 3 US$3,000 or UK£2,300 per participant

COURSE OUTLINE — UK STAGE 3:

- Steel Wire Rope with Offshore Cranes
- How to reeve a cranes blocks
- Load Charts, Angle Indicators, Load Charts
- Dynamic and Static Loads
- General Lifts in work Environment (Practical Exercises)
- Bulk Hose and Anchor Handling (Practical Exercises)
- Personnel Basket Lift (Practical Exercises)
- Offloading and Back loading a supply vessel (Practical Exercises)

PVD Training or JCD Training Centre
Add: Dong Xuyen Industrial Zone, 30/4 Road, Rach Dua Ward, Vung Tau City, Viet Nam
Tel: (+84) 254 612099; | Fax: (+84) 254 615399
Email: info@pvdtraining.com.vn or Craig@jcdtraining.com
Web: www.pvdtraining.com.vn or www.jcdtraining.com